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About This Game

Kings is a strategy indie game with very simple but enjoyable gameplay, making it perfect to play if you need a relaxing time,
and also making it perfect for a variety of ages and tastes

While playing "Kings" you will be the new King of the region, and as a King with the absolute power, you will need to face
decisions all time, decisions that will affect the country in very different ways, and bad decisions can end with your reign.

The decisions are made throught moving cards, having two different and oposite elections, like answering Yes/No to a request.
When the election is made, it will instantly affect your stats, 4 main stats ( Army, People, Religion and Money ) and 7 secondary
stats ( Authority, Intelligence, Charisma, Luck, Creativity, Look and Health ) being these secondary stats a more personal stats

related with the King itself.

What to expect:

-Easy to understand gameplay, perfect for all ages and tastes

-Despite being easy to understand, "Kings" is a strategy game with some difficult on it

-All games lead to an end, your objetive is to keep the maximum years being the King, so you can play a lot of different games

-The situations you will face every game will be different since the cards will be different, that will make every game a different
video game experience
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-Good music in gameplay

-Good and clear interface, making the player to focus only on the gameplay

How to play:

-You just need your mouse to move through the menu and play
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